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Adjustable backstrap
Shock absorbing: ultralight midsole in EVA for shock absorption

Soft edge above the instep
Lightweight quality shoe in lycra

Non-marking outsole
EN ISO 20347 CERTIFIED: Tested and certified to European standards

Type of protection: Anti Static

ANAIS LBL

Product details
Sole materialSynthetic

Outer materialOther Leather
Inner materialSynthetic

Closure typeHook & Loop

ANAIS BLK

Adjustable backstrap
Shock absorbing: ultralight midsole in EVA for shock absorption

Soft edge above the instep
Lightweight quality shoe in lycra

Non-marking outsole
EN ISO 20347 CERTIFIED: Tested and certified to European standards

Type of protection: Anti Static

ANAIS FUX
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Upper -Expanded EVA / Lining - N/A / Category - EN ISO 20347:2012 OB 
SRC / Outsole - EVA/Rubber / Footbed - SJ foam footbed

BESTCLOG BLK

This shoe is chemically and UV sterilizable.
- These shoes can be washed in a washing machine at 30°C.

- Waterproof construction makes you capable of escorting patients into the 
shower in a safe and hygienic way.

AQUA GRIP WHT

Upper Breathable PU Leather.
Steel Toe.

Anti skid sloe.
Easy to clean and use.

Maximum anti slip co efficient SRC.
Steel Mid sole.

Out sole PU.
Color: Black. / Standard: SBP / Type: Safety Shoes & Boots / Size: EU 39-46 

/ Available High cut and low cut. / Oil & Acid Resistant.

ARMOUR BLK

Adjustable backstrap
Shock absorbing: ultralight midsole in EVA for shock absorption

Soft edge above the instep
Lightweight quality shoe in lycra

Non-marking outsole
EN ISO 20347 CERTIFIED: Tested and certified to European standards

Type of protection: Anti Static

ANAIS WHT
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Upper - Synthetic Leather / Lining - Mesh / Category - ASTM F2892:2018 - 
EN ISO 20347:2012 O1 ESD SRC / Outsole - Phylon/Rubber / Footbed - SJ 

foam footbed
CAMILLE LLC

Upper - Synthetic Leather / Lining - Mesh / Category - ASTM F2892:2018 - 
EN ISO 20347:2012 O1 ESD SRC / Outsole - Phylon/Rubber / Footbed - SJ 

foam footbed
CAMILLE FUC

Upper - Synthetic Leather / Lining - Mesh / Category - ASTM F2892:2018 - 
EN ISO 20347:2012 O1 ESD SRC / Outsole - Phylon/Rubber / Footbed - SJ 

foam footbed
CAMILLE LGN

Upper -Expanded EVA / Lining - N/A / Category - EN ISO 20347:2012 OB 
SRC / Outsole - EVA/Rubber / Footbed - SJ foam footbed

BESTCLOG WHT
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Shock absorbing: ultralight midsole in EVA for shock absorption
Airy: open on the instep

Removable insole: allows to replace the insole with your own orthopedic 
insoles or to renew your insole with our ultra comfortable insole OXYFOAM 

(ref. 1205).
Lightweight quality shoe in lycra

Non-marking outsole
Supports the complete foot

Anti slip outsole in rubber for better grip

CANDY WHT

Shock absorbing: ultralight midsole in EVA for shock absorption
Airy: open on the instep

Removable insole: allows to replace the insole with your own orthopedic 
insoles or to renew your insole with our ultra comfortable insole OXYFOAM 

(ref. 1205).
Lightweight quality shoe in lycra

Non-marking outsole
Supports the complete foot

Anti slip outsole in rubber for better grip

CANDY FUX

Shock absorbing: ultralight midsole in EVA for shock absorption
Airy: open on the instep

Removable insole: allows to replace the insole with your own orthopedic 
insoles or to renew your insole with our ultra comfortable insole OXYFOAM 

(ref. 1205).
Lightweight quality shoe in lycra

Non-marking outsole
Supports the complete foot

Anti slip outsole in rubber for better grip

CANDY LBL

Shock absorbing: ultralight midsole in EVA for shock absorption
Airy: open on the instep

Removable insole: allows to replace the insole with your own orthopedic 
insoles or to renew your insole with our ultra comfortable insole OXYFOAM 

(ref. 1205).
Lightweight quality shoe in lycra

Non-marking outsole
Supports the complete foot

Anti slip outsole in rubber for better grip

CANDY BLK
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The Oxypas Carly is a comfortable slip-on nursing shoe. Thanks to its 
adjustable velcro straps, your feet will have a firm fit. It features an extra 

protection by a piece of leather on the toes that gives more protection 
during your work.

Shock absorbing: ultralight midsole in EVA for shock absorption
Removable insole: allows to replace the insole with your own orthopedic 

insoles or to renew your insole with our ultra comfortable insole OXYFOAM.
Lightweight quality shoe in leather

CARLY LGN

This Oxypas Carin sandal is the right compromise between clog and sandal. 
The Carin model is a leather shoe for professionals who run from left to 

right day after day, such as in the health and catering sector. Enjoy 
exceptional comfort on a daily basis thanks to its lightness. Meets the 

standards, its non-slip sole ensures that you are more safe

CARIN LBL

This Oxypas Carin sandal is the right compromise between clog and sandal. 
The Carin model is a leather shoe for professionals who run from left to 

right day after day, such as in the health and catering sector. Enjoy 
exceptional comfort on a daily basis thanks to its lightness. Meets the 

standards, its non-slip sole ensures that you are more safe

CARINNE LLC

This Oxypas Carin sandal is the right compromise between clog and sandal. 
The Carin model is a leather shoe for professionals who run from left to 

right day after day, such as in the health and catering sector. Enjoy 
exceptional comfort on a daily basis thanks to its lightness. Meets the 

standards, its non-slip sole ensures that you are more safe

CARIN FUX
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Oxypas Doria ESD Work Shoes Care Doctor Nursing Medical Eva Clog Nurse

Material - Leather EVA
Safety class - SB ESD

DORIA WHT

safety shoes are made out of genuine leather uppers, moisture wicking 
lining, anti skid properties, strong laces and isi mark as standard features. 
This high ankle electric shock resistance safety shoe is made with apollo 

print genuine leather upper for breathabilty during long hours of work and 
tough working conditions.

C360 BRN

Oxypas Doria ESD Work Shoes Care Doctor Nursing Medical Eva Clog Nurse
Material - Leather EVA

Safety class - SB ESD
DORIA FUX

Oxypas ‘Colette’ – Black Court Style Nursing Shoe with a Raised Heel
Slip-on black court-style nursing shoe, with padding for extra comfort

Classic court shoe style with a raised heel
Breathable synthetic leather with Coolmax lining

Lightweight at 250g
CE marked and EN-tested

Anti-static with ESD (Electrostatic Dissipation)
Exceptional Grip with slip-resistance to the highest level SRC
Anatomic removable insole with shock-absorbing properties

COLETTE BLK
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Oxypas brings you this lightweight nursing clog with antislip sole that 
provides you a safe step. Thanks to its adjustable strap your feet will be 

comfortable fitted. A soft edge on the instep is incorporated, which provides 
extra comfort.

These Oxypas nursing clogs have a removable insole: You can replace the 
standard insole for your own orthopedic insole if needed!

LILIA BLK

The shoes are designed for long-lasting comfort and modern style. All the 
extra safety features make these work shoes ideal for professionals who 

spend many hours on their feet and need a lightweight shoe. Perfect for any 
active lifestyle.

Lining - net
Shoe base SJ foam base

Outsole EVA/rubber

EVELYN LBL

Anti-static
- Protective Toecap
- Protective Midsole

- Water Repellent Upper
- Oil Resistant

- SRC Slip Rated

KAYLA BLK

The comfortabe nursing Shoe Oxypas Eliane is designed for medical 
professionals. It features an adjustable velcro strap and an anti-slip sole, 

making them a perfect shoe for working in hospitals.
ELIANE LBL
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Oxypas brings you this lightweight nursing clog with antislip sole that 
provides you a safe step. Thanks to its adjustable strap your feet will be 

comfortable fitted. A soft edge on the instep is incorporated, which provides 
extra comfort.

These Oxypas nursing clogs have a removable insole: You can replace the 
standard insole for your own orthopedic insole if needed!

LILIA WHT

OXYPAS BECOMES SAFETY JOGGER: Enjoy the same shoe with improved 

Oxypas brings you this lightweight nursing clog with antislip sole that 
provides you a safe step. Thanks to its adjustable strap your feet will be 

comfortable fitted. A soft edge on the instep is incorporated, which provides 
extra comfort.

These Oxypas nursing clogs have a removable insole: You can replace the 
standard insole for your own orthopedic insole if needed!

LILIA FUX

Oxypas brings you this lightweight nursing clog with antislip sole that 
provides you a safe step. Thanks to its adjustable strap your feet will be 

comfortable fitted. A soft edge on the instep is incorporated, which provides 
extra comfort.

These Oxypas nursing clogs have a removable insole: You can replace the 
standard insole for your own orthopedic insole if needed!

LILIA LBL

Oxypas brings you this lightweight nursing clog with antislip sole that 
provides you a safe step. Thanks to its adjustable strap your feet will be 

comfortable fitted. A soft edge on the instep is incorporated, which provides 
extra comfort.

These Oxypas nursing clogs have a removable insole: You can replace the 
standard insole for your own orthopedic insole if needed!

LILIA FLR
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Encloses the entire foot for maximum protection
Shock absorbing: ultralight midsole in EVA for shock absorption

Lightweight quality shoe in leather
Non-marking outsole

Anti slip outsole in rubber for better grip
EN ISO 20347 CERTIFIED: Tested and certified to European standards

Type of protection: Anti Static

LUCIA BLK

With this comfortable ladies sandal you will free and fresh feet at work. Its 
Bio-Oxy design makes it very comfortable and the anatomical shaped foot 

bed offers additional extra support when working.
The upper material of these nursing sandals is made of synthetic leather, 

which can be easily cleaned with a damp cloth. The slip resistant sole 
ensures no slips while working.

Anatomical shaped foot bed for extra comfort
The Coolmax insole keeps your feel cool

Upper material made of Synthetic leather (easy to clean)
Slip resistant SRC

CE Standard
Easy maintenance

Rubber midsole

LISBETH BLK

With this comfortable ladies sandal you will free and fresh feet at work. Its 
Bio-Oxy design makes it very comfortable and the anatomical shaped foot 

bed offers additional extra support when working.
The upper material of these nursing sandals is made of synthetic leather, 

which can be easily cleaned with a damp cloth. The slip resistant sole 
ensures no slips while working.

Anatomical shaped foot bed for extra comfort
The Coolmax insole keeps your feel cool

Upper material made of Synthetic leather (easy to clean)
Slip resistant SRC

CE Standard
Easy maintenance

Rubber midsole

LISBETH WHT

OXYPAS BECOMES SAFETY JOGGER: Enjoy the same shoe with improved 
quality, performance and comfort under a new name. LILIA becomes LINA
Lightweight, breathable and comfortable: no pain, heavy legs or blistered 

feet after a long day at work
Adaptable to any foot: change the Velcro fastener or add your own insole 

and increase comfort even more
Non-slip SRC sole: you will not slip when you run on wet floors in the 

kitchen or hospital

LINA BLK
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Encloses the entire foot for maximum protection
Shock absorbing: ultralight midsole in EVA for shock absorption

Lightweight quality shoe in leather
Non-marking outsole

Anti slip outsole in rubber for better grip
EN ISO 20347 CERTIFIED: Tested and certified to European standards

Type of protection: Anti Static

LUCIA LGN

Encloses the entire foot for maximum protection
Shock absorbing: ultralight midsole in EVA for shock absorption

Lightweight quality shoe in leather
Non-marking outsole

Anti slip outsole in rubber for better grip
EN ISO 20347 CERTIFIED: Tested and certified to European standards

Type of protection: Anti Static

LUCIA LIC

Encloses the entire foot for maximum protection
Shock absorbing: ultralight midsole in EVA for shock absorption

Lightweight quality shoe in leather
Non-marking outsole

Anti slip outsole in rubber for better grip
EN ISO 20347 CERTIFIED: Tested and certified to European standards

Type of protection: Anti Static

LUCIA FUX

Encloses the entire foot for maximum protection
Shock absorbing: ultralight midsole in EVA for shock absorption

Lightweight quality shoe in leather
Non-marking outsole

Anti slip outsole in rubber for better grip
EN ISO 20347 CERTIFIED: Tested and certified to European standards

Type of protection: Anti Static

LUCIA LBL

Encloses the entire foot for maximum protection
Shock absorbing: ultralight midsole in EVA for shock absorption

Lightweight quality shoe in leather
Non-marking outsole

Anti slip outsole in rubber for better grip
EN ISO 20347 CERTIFIED: Tested and certified to European standards

Type of protection: Anti Static

LUCIA FLR
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Adjustable backstrap
Lightweight quality shoe in high-performance synthetic leather
Shock absorbing: ultralight midsole in EVA for shock absorption

Non-marking outsole
Anti slip outsole in rubber for better grip

EN ISO 20347 CERTIFIED: Tested and certified to European standards
Type of protection: Anti Static

MELISSA FUX

Adjustable backstrap
Lightweight quality shoe in high-performance synthetic leather
Shock absorbing: ultralight midsole in EVA for shock absorption

Non-marking outsole MELISSA LBL

Anti-static
- Protective Toecap
- Protective Midsole

- Water Repellent Upper
- Oil Resistant

- SRC Slip Rated

L310N BLK

Encloses the entire foot for maximum protection
Shock absorbing: ultralight midsole in EVA for shock absorption

Lightweight quality shoe in leather
Non-marking outsole

Anti slip outsole in rubber for better grip
EN ISO 20347 CERTIFIED: Tested and certified to European standards

Type of protection: Anti Static

LUCIA PTB

Cover more ground with less risk, in our waterproof, puncture resistant and 
clog resistant safety shoe that lets you work hard and get home safe.

FEATURES & BENEFITS:
• Steel toe - 200 joules

• Puncture resistant
• Tapered outsole minimises risk of tripping

• Clog resistant outsole

PRODUCT WEIGHT:
725 grams [based on size 41]

LUNGO81 WHT
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Model Nadine is a trendy, beautiful and comfortable nursing shoe which 
features the Oxygrip technology for a maximum grip. This nursing shoe 

encloses the entire foot for maximum protection.
Encloses the entire foot for maximum protection

Quality shoe in synthetic leather

Removable insole: allows to replace the insole with your own orthopedic 
insoles or to renew your insole with our ultra comfortable insole OXYFOAM

Shock absorbing / Non-marking outsole / Supports the complete foot

NADINE BLK

Adjustable backstrap
Lightweight quality shoe in high-performance synthetic leather
Shock absorbing: ultralight midsole in EVA for shock absorption

Non-marking outsole
Anti slip outsole in rubber for better grip

EN ISO 20347 CERTIFIED: Tested and certified to European standards
Type of protection: Anti Static

MELISSA LGN

Adjustable backstrap
Lightweight quality shoe in high-performance synthetic leather
Shock absorbing: ultralight midsole in EVA for shock absorption

Non-marking outsole
Anti slip outsole in rubber for better grip

EN ISO 20347 CERTIFIED: Tested and certified to European standards
Type of protection: Anti Static

MELISSA WHT

Non-marking outsole
Anti slip outsole in rubber for better grip

EN ISO 20347 CERTIFIED: Tested and certified to European standards
Type of protection: Anti Static

MELISSA LBL
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NELIE shoes offer an exclusive design with an adjustable Velcro strap on 
the instep for greater support to the foot, and with a reinforcement on the 

back of the heel for greater comfort.
Model closed at the heel and slightly exposed at the instep.
– Unbeatable lightness with approximately 235g per shoe.

– CE safety footwear according to EN 20347 regulations
– NON-SLIP according to EN347 regulations – SRC (SRA + SRB)

NELIE FUX

NELIE shoes offer an exclusive design with an adjustable Velcro strap on 
the instep for greater support to the foot, and with a reinforcement on the 

back of the heel for greater comfort.
Model closed at the heel and slightly exposed at the instep.
– Unbeatable lightness with approximately 235g per shoe.

– CE safety footwear according to EN 20347 regulations
– NON-SLIP according to EN347 regulations – SRC (SRA + SRB)

NELIE LBL

Model Nadine is a trendy, beautiful and comfortable nursing shoe which 
features the Oxygrip technology for a maximum grip. This nursing shoe 

encloses the entire foot for maximum protection.
Encloses the entire foot for maximum protection

Quality shoe in synthetic leather

Removable insole: allows to replace the insole with your own orthopedic 
insoles or to renew your insole with our ultra comfortable insole OXYFOAM

Shock absorbing / Non-marking outsole / Supports the complete foot

NADINE WHT

NELIE shoes offer an exclusive design with an adjustable Velcro strap on 
the instep for greater support to the foot, and with a reinforcement on the 

back of the heel for greater comfort.
Model closed at the heel and slightly exposed at the instep.
– Unbeatable lightness with approximately 235g per shoe.

– CE safety footwear according to EN 20347 regulations
– NON-SLIP according to EN347 regulations – SRC (SRA + SRB)

NELIE BLK

Model Nadine is a trendy, beautiful and comfortable nursing shoe which 
features the Oxygrip technology for a maximum grip. This nursing shoe 

encloses the entire foot for maximum protection.
Encloses the entire foot for maximum protection

Quality shoe in synthetic leather

Removable insole: allows to replace the insole with your own orthopedic 
insoles or to renew your insole with our ultra comfortable insole OXYFOAM

Shock absorbing / Non-marking outsole / Supports the complete foot

NADINE MUG
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NELIE shoes offer an exclusive design with an adjustable Velcro strap on 
the instep for greater support to the foot, and with a reinforcement on the 

back of the heel for greater comfort.
Model closed at the heel and slightly exposed at the instep.
– Unbeatable lightness with approximately 235g per shoe.

– CE safety footwear according to EN 20347 regulations
– NON-SLIP according to EN347 regulations – SRC (SRA + SRB)

NELIE WHT

Oxypas Nilda O1 safety shoes with EVA structure, light weight and designed 
to hug the soles of the feet, reducing back and leg pain when standing and 
working for long periods of time. Shoes are designed and constructed to 

suit indoor working environments (hospitals, clinics, restaurants, hotels...). 
Meets EN ISO 20347:2012 standards.

NILDA BLK

NELIE shoes offer an exclusive design with an adjustable Velcro strap on 
the instep for greater support to the foot, and with a reinforcement on the 

back of the heel for greater comfort.
Model closed at the heel and slightly exposed at the instep.
– Unbeatable lightness with approximately 235g per shoe.

– CE safety footwear according to EN 20347 regulations
– NON-SLIP according to EN347 regulations – SRC (SRA + SRB)

NELIE LGN

NELIE shoes offer an exclusive design with an adjustable Velcro strap on 
the instep for greater support to the foot, and with a reinforcement on the 

back of the heel for greater comfort.
Model closed at the heel and slightly exposed at the instep.
– Unbeatable lightness with approximately 235g per shoe.

– CE safety footwear according to EN 20347 regulations
– NON-SLIP according to EN347 regulations – SRC (SRA + SRB)

NELIE LIC
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EN ISO 20347:2012 (official standard for work footwear)
ESD (=discharges static electricity and is therefore also suitable for e.g. 

demanding hospital conditions)
Oxygrip very grippy rubber sole (undyed)

SRC (=certificate of sole durability) Very durable sole.
Upper synthetic, textile,

Lining: Coolmax Mesh, Mesh fabric
Sole: EVA/rubber

Top comfort = best flexibility properties. Anatomically designed for a soft 
insole.

ODILE LBL

The Olga model from the Move range is a sndale with Coolmax lining,
which offers you optimal ventilation and a comfortable stand even on long 

working days.
The top and back adjustable Velcro straps ensure an individual and perfect 

fit.
The non-slip outsole with slip resistant SRC complies with the strictest 

standards and offers
Secure hold on a wide range of surfaces. The shoe is also anti-static (ESD),

Shock-absorbing and feather-light.

OLGA BLK

Oxypas Nilda O1 safety shoes with EVA structure, light weight and designed 
to hug the soles of the feet, reducing back and leg pain when standing and 
working for long periods of time. Shoes are designed and constructed to 

suit indoor working environments (hospitals, clinics, restaurants, hotels...). 
Meets EN ISO 20347:2012 standards.

NILDA LGN

Oxypas Nilda O1 safety shoes with EVA structure, light weight and designed 
to hug the soles of the feet, reducing back and leg pain when standing and 
working for long periods of time. Shoes are designed and constructed to 

suit indoor working environments (hospitals, clinics, restaurants, hotels...). 
Meets EN ISO 20347:2012 standards.

NILDA WHT
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The Olga model from the Move range is a sndale with Coolmax lining,
which offers you optimal ventilation and a comfortable stand even on long 

working days.
The top and back adjustable Velcro straps ensure an individual and perfect 

fit.
The non-slip outsole with slip resistant SRC complies with the strictest 

standards and offers
Secure hold on a wide range of surfaces. The shoe is also anti-static (ESD),

Shock-absorbing and feather-light.

OLGA LGN

The Olga model from the Move range is a sndale with Coolmax lining,
which offers you optimal ventilation and a comfortable stand even on long 

working days.
The top and back adjustable Velcro straps ensure an individual and perfect 

fit.
The non-slip outsole with slip resistant SRC complies with the strictest 

standards and offers
Secure hold on a wide range of surfaces. The shoe is also anti-static (ESD),

Shock-absorbing and feather-light.

OLGA LIC

The Olga model from the Move range is a sndale with Coolmax lining,
which offers you optimal ventilation and a comfortable stand even on long 

working days.
The top and back adjustable Velcro straps ensure an individual and perfect 

fit.
The non-slip outsole with slip resistant SRC complies with the strictest 

standards and offers
Secure hold on a wide range of surfaces. The shoe is also anti-static (ESD),

Shock-absorbing and feather-light.

OLGA FUX

The Olga model from the Move range is a sndale with Coolmax lining,
which offers you optimal ventilation and a comfortable stand even on long 

working days.
The top and back adjustable Velcro straps ensure an individual and perfect 

fit.
The non-slip outsole with slip resistant SRC complies with the strictest 

standards and offers
Secure hold on a wide range of surfaces. The shoe is also anti-static (ESD),

Shock-absorbing and feather-light.

OLGA LBL
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Lightweight clog in EVA (expanded rubber)
Versatile swivel backstrap allows to wear it up or back

Shock absorbing
Non-marking outsole

Lightweight: ca. 110 gr per shoe (depending on the shoe size)
Airy: open at the heel

Airy: perforations on the side

ORIGINAL LBL 36

Lining: CoolMax
Midsole: Oxypas Lightweight EVA

Upper: Synthetic Rubber
Outsole: Rubber

End and Oxygrip for Anti slip
Lightweight

Shock Absorbent
Clean with Damp Cloth

Renewal Insole
Shoes for Doctors, Nurses, Clean Room Executive or for everyday wearing 

without pain shoes

OLIVE WHT

The Olga model from the Move range is a sndale with Coolmax lining,
which offers you optimal ventilation and a comfortable stand even on long 

working days.
The top and back adjustable Velcro straps ensure an individual and perfect 

fit.
The non-slip outsole with slip resistant SRC complies with the strictest 

standards and offers
Secure hold on a wide range of surfaces. The shoe is also anti-static (ESD),

Shock-absorbing and feather-light.

OLGA WHT

Lining: CoolMax
Midsole: Oxypas Lightweight EVA

Upper: Synthetic Rubber
Outsole: Rubber

End and Oxygrip for Anti slip
Lightweight

Shock Absorbent
Clean with Damp Cloth

Renewal Insole
Shoes for Doctors, Nurses, Clean Room Executive or for everyday wearing 

without pain shoes

OLIVE BLK
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UNI

Composite toe shoes, SJ FLEX soles , prevent puncture.
(S1P HRO SRC) 

–    Composite toe shoes Can withstand 200 joules of impact.
–    Resists static charges

–    Puncture-resistant sole and outsole with studs ( Cleated outsole)
– The soles are heat resistant to 300 degrees Celsius for 1 minute.

– Shoes can absorb shock on the heel while moving

ROCKET81 BLK 38

Encloses the entire foot for maximum protection
Safety toe cap in composite: protection against impacts with an energy level 

up to 100 joules
Ultralight safety shoe in EVA (expanded rubber)

Double sizes: in case of doubt, we advise to take the larger size
Lightweight: ca. 280 gr per shoe (depending on the shoe size)

OXYSAFE NAV

Outside layer - Protective, non-woven fabric / Mid layer - Highly efficient 
filtration, non-woven fabric / Inner layer - Fine, smooth, non-woven fabric 

/ Nose strip - Metal
PHARMAMASK BLU

The Ultra Comfort Insole is made of memory foam, which helps to reduce 
pain in your back, knees, feet and muscles. The insole fits Oxypas models: 

Move, Move Up, Medilogic and Ultralite.
OXYFOAM UNK
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AWP SAFELITES give your body the best possible protection by providing 
the key benefits of postural support, effective shock absorption to the heel 
and excellent cushioning across the sole. The textured foot bed stimulates 
circulation. The AWP SAFELITES also features an Electro Static Dissipation 

System (ESD)

SAFELITE BLK 36

AWP SAFELITES give your body the best possible protection by providing 
the key benefits of postural support, effective shock absorption to the heel 
and excellent cushioning across the sole. The textured foot bed stimulates 
circulation. The AWP SAFELITES also features an Electro Static Dissipation 

System (ESD)

SAFELITE NAV 36
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39 30

Sole materialPU/PU
Shaft heightKurzschaft
Outer material3D mesh

Inner materialMesh

ROMAN GRY

Perfect shoe for caregivers and people who need to walk a lot.
Removable Coolmax insole.

Lightweight, anti-static and non-slip.
Optimal shock absorption thanks to gel padding.

Not suitable for accompanying patients in the shower.

SALMA BLK
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Perfect shoe for caregivers and people who need to walk a lot.
Removable Coolmax insole.

Lightweight, anti-static and non-slip.
Optimal shock absorption thanks to gel padding.

Not suitable for accompanying patients in the shower.

SALMA WHT

Upper - Nappa Leather / Lining - Mesh / Category - ASTM F2892:2018 - EN 
ISO 20347:2012 OB ESD A SRC E / Outsole - Phylon/Rubber / Footbed - SJ 

foam footbed
SAMANTHA BLK

Perfect shoe for caregivers and people who need to walk a lot.
Removable Coolmax insole.

Lightweight, anti-static and non-slip.
Optimal shock absorption thanks to gel padding.

Not suitable for accompanying patients in the shower.

SALMA FUX

Perfect shoe for caregivers and people who need to walk a lot.
Removable Coolmax insole.

Lightweight, anti-static and non-slip.
Optimal shock absorption thanks to gel padding.

Not suitable for accompanying patients in the shower.

SALMA LBL
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Model SANDY is a light and comfortable working clog that combines a sober 
look with an elegant heel of 4 cm. The adjustable strap at the back allows 

for perfect fitting, while the colourful accent completes the shoe. A soft edge 
on the instep provides additional comfort. An ideal shoe if you need to be 

on your feet all day long.

SANDY BLK

Model SANDY is a light and comfortable working clog that combines a sober 
look with an elegant heel of 4 cm. The adjustable strap at the back allows 

for perfect fitting, while the colourful accent completes the shoe. A soft edge 
on the instep provides additional comfort. An ideal shoe if you need to be 

on your feet all day long.

SANDY FUX

Upper - Nappa Leather / Lining - Mesh / Category - ASTM F2892:2018 - EN 
ISO 20347:2012 OB ESD A SRC E / Outsole - Phylon/Rubber / Footbed - SJ 

foam footbed
SAMANTHA FUC

Upper - Nappa Leather / Lining - Mesh / Category - ASTM F2892:2018 - EN 
ISO 20347:2012 OB ESD A SRC E / Outsole - Phylon/Rubber / Footbed - SJ 

foam footbed
SAMANTHA LGN
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Model SANDY is a light and comfortable working clog that combines a sober 
look with an elegant heel of 4 cm. The adjustable strap at the back allows 

for perfect fitting, while the colourful accent completes the shoe. A soft edge 
on the instep provides additional comfort. An ideal shoe if you need to be 

on your feet all day long.

SANDY LIC

Model SANDY is a light and comfortable working clog that combines a sober 
look with an elegant heel of 4 cm. The adjustable strap at the back allows 

for perfect fitting, while the colourful accent completes the shoe. A soft edge 
on the instep provides additional comfort. An ideal shoe if you need to be 

on your feet all day long.

SANDY PTB

Model SANDY is a light and comfortable working clog that combines a sober 
look with an elegant heel of 4 cm. The adjustable strap at the back allows 

for perfect fitting, while the colourful accent completes the shoe. A soft edge 
on the instep provides additional comfort. An ideal shoe if you need to be 

on your feet all day long.

SANDY LBL

Model SANDY is a light and comfortable working clog that combines a sober 
look with an elegant heel of 4 cm. The adjustable strap at the back allows 

for perfect fitting, while the colourful accent completes the shoe. A soft edge 
on the instep provides additional comfort. An ideal shoe if you need to be 

on your feet all day long.

SANDY LGN
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Model Selina is a nursing shoe, which not only looks beautiful and trendy, 
but also features an anti-slip sole with Oxygrip technology complying with 

the high standards for hospitals.
Encloses the entire foot for maximum protection

Quality shoe in synthetic leather
Removable insole: allows to replace the insole with your own orthopedic 

insoles or to renew your insole with our ultra comfortable insole OXYFOAM
Shock absorbing

Non-marking outsole

SELINA SIL

Sheila, formerly Sandy, is a comfortable leather clog with Velcro closure. A 
nappa leather upper and a rubber outsole. Who benefits most from these 

shoes? It is perfect for women who need to stand and walk all day, such as 
nurses, dentist helpers, cooks and other kitchen staff. Its lightweight and 

breathable design ensures a high level of comfort and prevents aching feet 
at the end of a long day. This work shoe is adjustable to any foot, changing 
the insole or adjusting the strap has never been so easy. With its available 
colours, there is a Sheila for everyone. Choose white, pink or blue and add 
colour to your life. It is impossible to not love Sheila because of its non-slip 
outsole: no more slipping on wet floors. Breathable outer material: enjoy 

SHEILA FUC

Model SANDY is a light and comfortable working clog that combines a sober 
look with an elegant heel of 4 cm. The adjustable strap at the back allows 

for perfect fitting, while the colourful accent completes the shoe. A soft edge 
on the instep provides additional comfort. An ideal shoe if you need to be 

on your feet all day long.

SANDY WHT

Model Selina is a nursing shoe, which not only looks beautiful and trendy, 
but also features an anti-slip sole with Oxygrip technology complying with 

the high standards for hospitals.
Encloses the entire foot for maximum protection

Quality shoe in synthetic leather
Removable insole: allows to replace the insole with your own orthopedic 

insoles or to renew your insole with our ultra comfortable insole OXYFOAM
Shock absorbing

Non-marking outsole

SELINA BLK
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‘Sophie’ Anti-slip, Anti-static, Slip-on Shoes for Nurses

Comfortable and practical footwear designed specifically for medical 
professionals. Lightweight, comfortable shoes that have been created with 
the comfort of hardworking healthcare professionals in mind. The anti-slip 

sole and anti-static plug make them the perfect choice for the hospital 
environment. These features also make them suitable for the beauty and 

leisure industries.

SOPHIE BLK

‘Sophie’ Anti-slip, Anti-static, Slip-on Shoes for Nurses

Comfortable and practical footwear designed specifically for medical 
professionals. Lightweight, comfortable shoes that have been created with 
the comfort of hardworking healthcare professionals in mind. The anti-slip 

sole and anti-static plug make them the perfect choice for the hospital 
environment. These features also make them suitable for the beauty and 

leisure industries.

SOPHIE LGN

Tiger Grip non-slip flip flop
To work in complete safety, opt for Skipper Grip flip flops for professional 

or leisure use to secure all your trips on slippery floors in wet 
environments.

Exceptional grip coefficient: SRC (SRA + SRB)
Triple density comfort sole

Heel cushioning, antifungal foam, waterproof fabric, Tiger Grip anti-slip and 
anti-fouling sole

Size from 35 to 46 (Please note for sizes 42 and 43, contact us)
Care: Hand wash and dry away from direct heat.

SKIPPER GRIP BLK

EXTREMELY LIGHT and COMFORTABLE CLOG. The Belgian designer team 
realised the perfect combination of protection and comfort; The high 

quality materials are extremely lightweight and give superior protection on 
both the hospital and kitchen floor; Weight ca. 8.4 ounces/240 grams per 

shoe
EASY TO MAINTAIN: you can machine wash at 30°C and they are UV and 
chemically sterelizable You can keep your clogs clean at all time, without 

any deformation, even if you machine wash more than once a week
NON SLIP SRC SOLE. With maximum grip on dry and wet floors, slipping 
while cleaning the floor or rushing from one patient to another is now in 

the past

SMOOTH FUX

outsole: no more slipping on wet floors. Breathable outer material: enjoy 
maximum comfort all day long
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‘Sophie’ Anti-slip, Anti-static, Slip-on Shoes for Nurses

Comfortable and practical footwear designed specifically for medical 
professionals. Lightweight, comfortable shoes that have been created with 
the comfort of hardworking healthcare professionals in mind. The anti-slip 

sole and anti-static plug make them the perfect choice for the hospital 
environment. These features also make them suitable for the beauty and 

leisure industries.

SOPHIE WHT

Manufacturer    Safety Jogger
Part number    STUDIUM_Ebl

Item Weight    850 g
Package Dimensions   32.2 x 22.7 x 12.2 cm; 850 Grams

Item model number    STUDIUM
Size    37.5 EU

Colour    Blue Ebl
Style    Safety shoes

STUDIUM BLU

‘Sophie’ Anti-slip, Anti-static, Slip-on Shoes for Nurses

Comfortable and practical footwear designed specifically for medical 
professionals. Lightweight, comfortable shoes that have been created with 
the comfort of hardworking healthcare professionals in mind. The anti-slip 

sole and anti-static plug make them the perfect choice for the hospital 
environment. These features also make them suitable for the beauty and 

leisure industries.

SOPHIE LLC

‘Sophie’ Anti-slip, Anti-static, Slip-on Shoes for Nurses

Comfortable and practical footwear designed specifically for medical 
professionals. Lightweight, comfortable shoes that have been created with 
the comfort of hardworking healthcare professionals in mind. The anti-slip 

sole and anti-static plug make them the perfect choice for the hospital 
environment. These features also make them suitable for the beauty and 

leisure industries.

SOPHIE PFU
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Manufacturer    Safety Jogger
Part number    STUDIUM_Ebl

Item Weight    850 g
Package Dimensions   32.2 x 22.7 x 12.2 cm; 850 Grams

Item model number    STUDIUM
Size    37.5 EU

Colour    Blue Ebl
Style    Safety shoes
Material    Synthetic

Pattern    Plain-Coloured

STUDIUM FUX

Manufacturer    Safety Jogger
Part number    STUDIUM_Ebl

Item Weight    850 g
Package Dimensions   32.2 x 22.7 x 12.2 cm; 850 Grams

Item model number    STUDIUM
Size    37.5 EU

Colour    Blue Ebl

STUDIUM LGN

Manufacturer    Safety Jogger
Part number    STUDIUM_Ebl

Item Weight    850 g
Package Dimensions   32.2 x 22.7 x 12.2 cm; 850 Grams

Item model number    STUDIUM
Size    37.5 EU

Colour    Blue Ebl
Style    Safety shoes
Material    Synthetic

Pattern    Plain-Coloured

STUDIUM EBL

Manufacturer    Safety Jogger
Part number    STUDIUM_Ebl

Item Weight    850 g
Package Dimensions   32.2 x 22.7 x 12.2 cm; 850 Grams

Item model number    STUDIUM
Size    37.5 EU

Colour    Blue Ebl
Style    Safety shoes
Material    Synthetic

Pattern    Plain-Coloured

STUDIUM EGN

Style    Safety shoes
Material    Synthetic

Pattern    Plain-Coloured
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Upper - Synthetic Leather / Lining - N/A / Category - ASTM F3445:2021 - 
EN ISO 20347:2012 OB SRC / Outsole - PU / Footbed - SJ foam footbed

SUN OB SLP BLK

Manufacturer    Safety Jogger
Part number    STUDIUM_Ebl

Item Weight    850 g
Package Dimensions   32.2 x 22.7 x 12.2 cm; 850 Grams

Item model number    STUDIUM
Size    37.5 EU

Colour    Blue Ebl
Style    Safety shoes
Material    Synthetic

Pattern    Plain-Coloured

STUDIUM LIC

Manufacturer    Safety Jogger
Part number    STUDIUM_Ebl

Item Weight    850 g
Package Dimensions   32.2 x 22.7 x 12.2 cm; 850 Grams

Item model number    STUDIUM
Size    37.5 EU

Colour    Blue Ebl
Style    Safety shoes
Material    Synthetic

Pattern    Plain-Coloured

STUDIUM WHT

Colour    Blue Ebl
Style    Safety shoes
Material    Synthetic

Pattern    Plain-Coloured
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EXTREMELY LIGHT & COMFORTABLE CLOG The Belgian designer team 
realised the perfect combination of protection and comfort The high quality 

materials are extremely lightweight and give superior protection on both 
the hospital and kitchen floor Weight ca 8 4 ounces/240 grams per shoe
NON SLIP SRC SOLE With maximum grip on dry and wet floors, slipping 
while cleaning the floor or rushing from one patient to another is now in 

the past
ANTI-STATIC ESD: The shoe has a plug developped by Safety Jogger 

Professional that provides dissipation of static electricity Say goodbye to 
getting shocked while opening a door or shaking hands with colleagues

EASY TO MAINTAIN: just take a damp cloth and clean with a little soap You 
can keep your clogs clean at all time, without any deformation

COOLMAX-LINING: Keeps your feet cool and draws persperation away from 
your skin Your feet stay healthy and comfortable with this technology

SUZY FLR

EXTREMELY LIGHT & COMFORTABLE CLOG The Belgian designer team 
realised the perfect combination of protection and comfort The high quality 

materials are extremely lightweight and give superior protection on both 
the hospital and kitchen floor Weight ca 8 4 ounces/240 grams per shoe
NON SLIP SRC SOLE With maximum grip on dry and wet floors, slipping 
while cleaning the floor or rushing from one patient to another is now in 

the past
ANTI-STATIC ESD: The shoe has a plug developped by Safety Jogger 

Professional that provides dissipation of static electricity Say goodbye to 
getting shocked while opening a door or shaking hands with colleagues

EASY TO MAINTAIN: just take a damp cloth and clean with a little soap You 
can keep your clogs clean at all time, without any deformation

COOLMAX-LINING: Keeps your feet cool and draws persperation away from 
your skin Your feet stay healthy and comfortable with this technology

SUZY WHT

Upper - Synthetic Leather / Lining - N/A / Category - ASTM F3445:2021 - 
EN ISO 20347:2012 OB SRC / Outsole - PU / Footbed - SJ foam footbed

SUN OB SLP WHT


